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Whilst not addressing the actual questions one by one, my view (if you bother to read it) is
as follows:

* We are all equal but not the same and so while the gay community and others share the
same civil, legal and human rights as the rest of us they should not be allowed to bully we
the majority into submission to suit their own agenda. 

* Any "club", be it a gay pub, a sporting organisation, a church etc has it's own set of rules
and if you don't like them you should look elsewhere. EG You can't just walk into a soccer
club carrying a rifle and monster everyone saying "I declare that this is now the shooters
club or I'll call you all prejudiced haters".

* True prejudice involves hurting or disadvantaging someone. We all have the right to our
opinions and everyone has the right to be wrong but NOT the right to do wrong. The more
militant element within the gay community are guilty of the very wrongs they accuse the
straight community of but too many are afraid to say as much. They seek to change our
club rules, bully our people, cancel or ban anyone that doesn't agree with them. That's what
makes them wrong. The very matter you are considering proves that yet again....

* Like most western democracies, this country was founded on Christian principles. Yet
now that some want the advantage of what a Christian school education can provide
without supporting core Christian values (in a clearly immoral age) those principles are
meant to be somehow diminished or even hidden. That is an unreasonable and religiously
prejudiced expectation.

* The militant element of thegay population do not just seek acceptance; they seek
conversion of the rest of us and total world domination. THAT is real prejudice.

Regards,
Paul Baird.
BEc LLb.
Human Rights Advocate.




